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Abstract: The combined application of steel–FRP composite bars (SFCBs) and seawater sea-sand
concrete (SSSC) in marine engineering not only solves the problem of resource scarcity and reduces
the construction cost but also avoids the problems of chloride corrosion of steel reinforcement in
seawater sea-sand concrete and the lack of ductility of FRP bars. At the same time, the addition of
glass fiber (GF) and expansion agent (EA) in appropriate amounts improves the crack resistance and
seepage resistance of concrete. However, the durability of SFCB with GF- and EA-reinforced SSSC in
freezing–thawing environment remains unclear, which limits its potential application in cryogenic
marine engineering. This study investigates the bonding properties between SFCB and GF-EA-SSSC
interfaces using eccentric pullout experiments under different thicknesses of concrete protective cover
and a number of freezing–thawing cycles. The results showed that the compressive strength and
dynamic elastic modulus of SSSC decrease, while the mass loss increases with an increasing number
of freezing–thawing cycles. Additionally, the bond strength and stiffness between SFCB and SSSC
decrease, leading to an increase in relative slip. However, the rate of bond strength and stiffness loss
decreases with an increase in the thickness of the concrete protective cover. Furthermore, formulas for
bond strength, relative slip, and bond stiffness are established to quantify the effects of the thickness
of the concrete protective cover and the number of freezing–thawing cycles. The experimental values
obtained verify the accuracy of these formulas, with a relative error of less than 5%. Moreover, a bond
stress–slip constitutive model is developed for SFCB and GF-EA-SSSC, and the fitting results closely
resemble the experimental values, demonstrating a high level of model fit.

Keywords: seawater sea-sand concrete; glass fiber; expansion agent; steel–FRP composite bars;
freezing–thawing environment; bond–slip performance

1. Introduction

In recent years, the rapid development of infrastructure construction in coastal cities
and island areas, coupled with the acceleration of urbanization, has led to an increasing
demand for concrete [1,2]. However, the production process of concrete requires the
consumption of a significant amount of natural resources, such as fresh water and river
sand [3–5]. The excessive exploitation and use of these resources have resulted in a severe
shortage and significant damage to the natural environment. Moreover, the transportation
cost of traditional building materials is higher in construction projects located in coastal
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and island areas. In response to these challenges, researchers have proposed the use of
seawater and sea sand as alternatives to freshwater and river sand in the production of
concrete structures [6–8]. Sea sand has the advantages of large resource reserves and wide
distribution, and the physical properties are similar to river sand, but the grading is slightly
different. Existing research indicates that the mechanical properties of seawater sea-sand
concrete (SSSC) are comparable to those of ordinary concrete [9,10]. Consequently, SSSC
presents not only substantial economic benefits but also satisfactory working performance,
making it highly promising for widespread application. However, the high concentration
of chloride ions in seawater and sea sand introduces a significant challenge, as it accelerates
the corrosion of steel reinforcement, leading to potentially severe safety hazards. Therefore,
there are difficulties in popularizing the application of SSSC.

In order to promote the application of SSSC and address the issue of steel bar corrosion,
researchers have proposed the utilization of fiber-reinforced polymer bar (FRP bar) as a
replacement for steel bars, in combination with SSSC in building structures [11–15]. With
advancements in technology and process refinement, the use of FRP bars has become more
streamlined, cost-effective, and widespread in building and bridge structures. This has
garnered increasing attention from scholars, who have begun to focus on the research
regarding the application of FRP reinforcement [16–20]. FRP bars are used in concrete
as reinforcing steel bars, which have the advantages of chloride ion corrosion resistance,
high tensile strength, lightweight properties, and fatigue resistance [21–24]. Therefore, the
adoption of FRP bars instead of traditional steel bars plays an important role in resolving
the issue of chloride corrosion in seawater sea sand. However, FRP bars tend to have low
stiffness in concrete structures, large structural deflection in the use phase, easy to brittle
damage, as well as high price and other shortcomings, making it difficult to be widely
promoted in engineering applications. To address these challenges, steel–FRP composite
bars (SFCBs) are a new type of reinforced composite material with steel reinforcement as the
core and fiber layer as the outer layer. SFCB combines the favorable characteristics of both
steel bars and FRP bars, including a high modulus of elasticity, stable secondary stiffness,
excellent corrosion resistance, and a lower price point [25,26]. The application of SFCB
in SSSC offers a theoretical solution to the problems associated with steel reinforcement
erosion caused by chloride ions and the lack of ductility observed in FRP bars.

The substitution of SFCB for steel addresses two key problems, steel corrosion and
the lack of ductility in FRP bars. A large number of previous studies have demonstrated
the favorable bonding properties between FRP bars and concrete, resulting in a synergistic
effect that enhances the integrity and safety of FRP-reinforced concrete [27–29]. However, it
is imperative to investigate whether SFCB exhibits similar bonding properties with concrete
and creates a beneficial synergy. Moreover, building structures must not only perform
well in comfortable environments but also withstand the impact of aggressive conditions
such as freezing and thawing, high temperatures, seawater erosion, and wet–dry cycles.
Scholars have already conducted relevant studies on the bonding performance between
SFCB and concrete [25,30]. However, these studies have mostly focused on conventional
environments, wet–dry cycles, and seawater immersion, with fewer investigations con-
ducted on bond performance during freezing–thawing cycles, which present extreme
conditions [31–33]. Freezing–thawing environments have diverse and multifaceted effects
on building structures. They can induce spalling, expansion cracking of concrete, interface
cracking between different materials, accelerated carbonation of concrete, and increased
sulfate corrosion, all of which contribute to a decline in structural performance [34–36].
Therefore, ensuring the durability of the interfacial bond is crucial for maintaining the
overall integrity of a building structure over a prolonged period under freezing–thawing
conditions. Investigating the interfacial bonding properties between SFCB and SSSC
under freezing–thawing cycles is imperative for the successful application of SFCB in
such environments.

A substantial body of research has explored the durability of concrete in freezing–
thawing environments, with scholars proposing various theories regarding the deterio-
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ration mechanism of concrete under such conditions [37–39]. Freezing–thawing damage
is commonly divided into two stages. The initial stage involves the solidification and
expansion of internal liquid water, leading to crack formation and characterized by a loss
of dynamic modulus and concrete strength. The subsequent stage involves the disintegra-
tion of the cement paste body, resulting in the shedding of surface mortar. This stage is
characterized by mass loss and partial or complete destruction of the concrete structure.
Considering this two-stage perspective, improving the cracking and permeability resistance
of concrete can enhance its ability to withstand freezing–thawing losses, consequently im-
proving the durability of the bond between reinforcement and concrete in freezing–thawing
environments. To enhance the frost resistance of concrete, glass fiber plays a crucial role by
limiting the extension of vertical cracks and promoting the bonding of parallel cracks. This
optimization of the internal structure of concrete improves its crack resistance [40]. The
incorporation of an expansion agent in concrete contributes to the formation of expansion
mineral crystals through a reaction with Ca(OH)2, a product of cement hydration. This
reaction slows down the cement hydration rate, generating expansion stress within the
concrete. This stress helps resist part of the tensile stress resulting from drying contrac-
tion, inhibiting concrete deformation, and reducing cracks. Furthermore, an appropriate
amount of expansion agent can enhance the seepage resistance of concrete. According
to our previous studies [41,42], there is evidence of a synergistic effect when combining
an appropriate amount of expansion agent with glass fiber. The concrete mixed with
glass fiber and expansion agent can not only inhibit crack development but also improve
the concrete compressive strength, flexural strength and toughness, and other aspects of
performance [8,41–43]. Therefore, in this study, the incorporation of a suitable amount of
glass fiber and expansion agent aims to enhance the crack resistance and seepage resistance
of SSSC, ultimately improving its ability to resist freezing and thawing losses.

To ensure the frost resistance of building structures, it is crucial to examine the dura-
bility of the bond between reinforcement and concrete in freezing–thawing environments.
Previous studies have focused on the bond durability between FRP bars and concrete,
primarily through axial pullout tests [25,33]. However, these tests were conducted with a
concrete cover thickness greater than 75 mm and a ratio of concrete cover thickness c to FRP
reinforcement diameter d greater than 5, which does not align with the recommendation in
ACI 440.1R-2015 stating that c/d should not exceed 3.5 [44]. Consequently, the use of axial
pullout tests may result in specimens with an inconsistent concrete protective layer thick-
ness, leading to an overestimation of the bond durability between stressed reinforcement
and concrete under freezing–thawing conditions. To address this issue, an eccentric pullout
test is employed in this study to investigate the bond performance of the SFCB and SSSC
interface under varying concrete protective layer thicknesses and freezing–thawing cycles.
This approach allows for the consideration of the impact of concrete protective layer thick-
ness on the frost durability of the bonded interface, while also being more representative of
the actual engineering situation.

This study addresses the issues of chloride corrosion in traditional steel bars sub-
merged in seawater sea-sand concrete and the limited ductility of FRP bars by introducing
a novel composite steel bar known as SFCB. To enhance the crack resistance and seepage
resistance of SSSC, an appropriate amount of glass fiber and expansion agent are incorpo-
rated. Consequently, the frost resistance of the concrete is improved. To assess the impact
of the concrete protective layer thickness on the frost durability of the bonded interface,
eccentric pullout experiments were conducted to replicate the actual engineering situation.
Furthermore, the bonding performance of SFCB and GF-EA-SSSC interfaces was examined
under varying concrete protective layer thicknesses and a number of freezing–thawing
cycles. These investigations aim to promote the advancement and widespread application
of seawater sea-sand concrete.
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2. Experimental Program
2.1. Materials

Each raw material utilized in preparing seawater sea-sand concrete is shown in
Figure 1. Ordinary silicate cement (P.O 42.5R, with an apparent density of 3114.6 kg/m3)
served as the cementitious material for concrete mixing, the chemical properties as shown
in Table 1. The artificial seawater, formulated in accordance with ASTM D1141 [45],
had a chemical composition comprising 16.26 g/L Cl−, 1.88 g/L SO4

2−, 1.83 g/L Na+,
0.21 g/L Mg2+, 0.069 g/L K+, and 0.124 g/L Ca2+. Sea sand, characterized by an apparent
density of 2617 kg/m3, water content of 1.55%, water absorption of 3.26%, mud content
of 0.98%, and a fineness modulus of 2.41, was employed as the fine aggregate. Granite
gravel, with a particle size distribution of 5–10 mm and an apparent density of 2689 kg/m3,
served as the coarse aggregate. The granite gravel had a water content of 1.56%, water
absorption of 1.84%, and mud content of 1.55%. The particle size distribution of both fine
and coarse aggregates is illustrated in Figure 2. The glass fiber used in the study had a
length of 18 mm, a monofilament diameter of 13 µm, a density of 2730 kg/m3, a tensile
strength of 1.7 GPa, a modulus of elasticity of 75 GPa, an elongation at break of 2.1%, and
a water content of less than 0.1%. The calcium sulfoaluminate–calcium oxide composite
expansion agent employed had a magnesium oxide content of 4.8%, water content of
2.5%, total alkali content of 0.7%, chloride ion content of 0.04%, and a specific area of
250 m2/kg. Additionally, a water-reducing agent was chosen as the aqueous solution of a
polycarboxylic acid-based mixture.

The SFCB employed in this study possessed a nominal diameter of 12 mm, an inner
core diameter of 8 mm, and a strength grade of HRB400-threaded steel bar. The outer layer
featured a wrapped GFRP with a thickness of 4 mm, adopting a threaded surface form, as
shown in Figure 3. To assess mechanical properties, five randomly selected SFCB samples
underwent testing according to ASTM D7205/D7205M [46]. The equivalent diameter of
SFCB was determined using the drainage method. The average equivalent diameter of the
SFCB was measured to be 11.6 mm. The average tensile strength and modulus of elasticity
were found to be 816.93 MPa and 72.7 GPa, as shown in Table 2.
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Figure 3. Steel–FRP composite bars.

Table 1. Chemical properties of cement.

Chemical Component Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 SO3 K2O CaO Fe2O3 LOI

Cement 0.04 1.57 4.34 20.01 1.33 1.02 66.05 2.87 2.77

Table 2. Mechanical properties of SFCB.

Nominal Diameter
(mm)

Core Diameter
(mm)

Thickness of FRP
(mm)

Equivalent
Diameter (mm)

Average Tensile
Strength (MPa)

Average Elastic
Modulus (GPa)

12 8 4 11.6 816.39 72.7

2.2. Specimen Preparation

In this study, glass fiber and expansion agent were mixed into seawater sea-sand
concrete to investigate their impact on the frost resistance of the concrete. The mixture
components of the seawater sea-sand concrete are represented by F-EA, where F0 and F0.3
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denote the glass fiber admixture of 0 and 0.3%, respectively (referring to the volume of glass
fiber as a percentage of the total volume of sea-sand). Similarly, EA0 and EA1 represent
the expansion agent admixture of 0 and 1%, respectively (referring to the volume of the
expansion agent as a percentage of the total volume). The specified proportions included
a water–cement ratio of 0.42, a slurry volume ratio of 40%, and a fine aggregate to coarse
aggregate volume ratio of 1, as shown in Table 3.

Five different numbers of freezing–thawing cycles T (0, 50, 100, 150, and 200) and four
different thicknesses of the concrete protective layer c (30 mm, 35 mm, 40 mm, and 45 mm)
were used as the two research variables. This resulted in a total of 13 experimental groups,
with three samples for each group, totaling 39 eccentric drawing specimens. The experi-
mental protocol is detailed in Table 4. The eccentric drawing specimens were composed of
150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm concrete cubes and 500 mm long SFCB. The bond length was
set at 60 mm, equivalent to 5 times the nominal diameter.

In Figure 4a, the mold of the eccentric drawn specimen is illustrated, with the length
of the bonded area controlled by the PVC pipe and cap. Following the molding process,
the specimens underwent a standard curing procedure in a chamber with a temperature
of 20 ± 2 ◦C and relative humidity exceeding 95% for a duration of 24 days, as shown in
Figure 4b. To protect the specimen inside the PVC pipe from direct erosion by freezing–
thawing damage, the PVC pipe was filled with paraffin. Subsequently, the specimen was
immersed in water at a temperature of 20 ± 5 ◦C for 4 days, ensuring the water surface was
20 mm higher than the specimen. This step aimed to achieve a heavily saturated state for
the SSSC. After completing the freezing–thawing cycles, the loading zone of the specimens
was anchored using seamless steel pipes.

Fifteen cylindrical specimens with dimensions Ø 150 mm × 300 mm were prepared to
investigate the impact of the number of freezing–thawing cycles on compressive strength.
Additionally, 15 rectangular specimens with dimensions 100 mm × 100 mm × 400 mm
were prepared specifically to study the effect of the number of freezing–thawing cycles on
the dynamic modulus of elasticity.

Table 3. Mix proportion of SSSC.

Number Cement
(kg/m3)

Sea-Sand
(kg/m3)

Crushed
Granites (kg/m3)

Seawater
(kg/m3) GF (kg/m3) EA (kg/m3) SP (kg/m3)

F0EA0 540.46 773.89 787.89 234.36 0.00 0.00 2.70
F0.3EA1 537.36 766.87 780.74 233.08 8.04 5.37 5.43

Table 4. Grouping and numbering of pullout specimens.

Number Concrete Cover Thickness
(mm)

Freezing–Thawing Cyclic
Number

F0EA0-T0-c40 40 0
F0EA0-T50-c40 40 50
F0.3EA1-T0-c30 30 0
F0.3EA1-T0-c35 35 0
F0.3EA1-T0-c40 40 0
F0.3EA1-T0-c45 45 0
F0.3EA1-T50-c30 30 50
F0.3EA1-T50-c35 35 50
F0.3EA1-T50-c40 40 50
F0.3EA1-T50-c45 45 50

F0.3EA1-T100-c40 40 100
F0.3EA1-T150-c40 40 150
F0.3EA1-T200-c40 40 200
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2.3. Test Methods

The freeze–thaw test in this study employed the rapid freeze–thaw method. As shown
in Figure 5, the rapid freeze–thaw testing machine TDRF-II was utilized to subject the
drawing specimen to freeze–thaw cycle actions. The thawing temperature was maintained
at 5 ± 2 ◦C, and the freezing temperature was set at −18 ± 2 ◦C. Every single freezing–
thawing cycle lasted for 3–4 h, with the cooling time (the process of the inner core of
specimen temperature decreasing from 5 ◦C to −18 ◦C) being greater than the freezing
time by 1/2. The warming time (the process of the inner core of specimen temperature
increasing from −18 ◦C to 5 ◦C) was also greater than 1/2 of the thawing time. The freezing
and thawing conversion time was kept below 10 min. The temperature–time curve for the
freezing and thawing cycle process is illustrated in Figure 6.

The axial compression test of SSSC was conducted using the MATEST universal testing
machine. The deformation in the axial compression region of the cylindrical specimen was
measured using collars and linear displacement testers (LVDTs), as depicted in Figure 7.
The dynamic modulus of elasticity of SSSC was carried out using a DT-20 dynamic modulus
of elasticity tester, and the fundamental vibration frequency was measured and determined
by the resonance method as shown in Figure 8. Furthermore, the eccentric pullout test was
carried out using the MTS322 testing machine with displacement loading, as illustrated in
Figure 9.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Mechanical Properties of SSSC in Freezing–Thawing Environment
3.1.1. Failure Modes

Figure 10 shows the surface morphology of the specimens subjected to varying num-
bers of freezing–thawing cycles. In F0.3EA1 after 50 freezing–thawing cycles, there is
no discernible change in the morphology, implying that the freezing and thawing effects
are limited at this stage, and the concrete surface remains unaffected. However, after
100 freezing–thawing cycles, the surface mortar begins to detach, and microcracks become
evident. Subsequently, after 150 freezing–thawing cycles, extensive spalling of the surface
mortar and exposure of coarse aggregates occur. Furthermore, after 200 freezing–thawing
cycles, noticeable spalling of the coarse aggregates is observed, resulting in evident sur-
face damage. The freezing–thawing damage initiates from the outer layer and gradually
progresses toward the inner layers. Under the repeated influence of hydrostatic pressure
and osmotic pressure, the cracks and pores in the specimen progressively propagate from
the exterior to the interior. As concrete exhibits internal structure heterogeneity, freezing–
thawing damage initially affects the weakest points, leading to crack development [38].
As the cracks and pores continue to propagate and accumulate, spalling of the concrete
surface commences. Consequently, the freezing–thawing damage expands from the weak
points, ultimately resulting in an enlargement of the spalled concrete area. Compared to
seawater sea-sand concrete, the incorporation of glass fiber and expansion agents enhances
the ability of concrete to resist freezing–thawing damage.

Compressive tests were conducted on the specimens after 50–200 freezing–thawing
cycles, and the damage pattern is illustrated in Figure 11. As the number of freezing–
thawing cycles increased, the development of cracks and pores persisted, resulting in a
notable deterioration of the mechanical properties of the concrete. Notably, within the range
of 50–100 freezing–thawing cycles, the trend of crack deterioration exhibited a more gradual
increase. Initially, cracks emerged from weak areas of the specimens, extending in narrow
strips toward the center, gradually enlarging and generating new microcracks. Concrete
blocks were predominantly dislodged and broken. Following 150 cycles of freezing and
thawing, severe damage due to freezing and thawing was observed at both ends of the
specimen, with significant exposure of coarse aggregate and spalling of fine aggregate.
The unevenness on the surface of both ends necessitated multiple applications of gypsum
leveling to rectify. The incremental trend of crack deterioration continued to increase,
dislodged concrete debris accumulated, the dislodged area expanded, and broken glass
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fibers were visible within the cracks. After 200 freezing–thawing cycles, the trend of crack
deterioration escalated sharply, accompanied by a substantial increase in the volume of
dislodged concrete pieces. The specimen as a whole exhibited diagonal cut damage, with
exposed aggregates and a substantial amount of dislodged glass fibers and aggregates. In
the freezing–thawing environment, the inclusion of admixed glass fiber and expansion
agent demonstrated the ability to delay crack expansion during the compression process of
SSSC. However, as the number of freezing–thawing cycles increased, the effectiveness of
the glass fiber and expansion agent gradually diminished, and the damage mode shifted
from tensile damage to diagonal cut damage.
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3.1.2. Compressive Strength Degradation

The uniaxial compressive strength plays a crucial role in assessing the mechanical
properties of concrete, serving as an indicator of its degradation under freezing–thawing
cycles. Figure 12 shows the variations in compressive strength of SSSC as a function of
the number of freezing–thawing cycles. With the increase in the number of freezing and
thawing cycles, the repeated freezing and thawing action of water in the internal pores and
cracks of concrete makes the number of internal pores and cracks of concrete increase, the
diameter increases, and the mechanical properties continue to decrease. Initially, during the
first 50 freezing–thawing cycles, a slight reduction in compressive strength was observed.
This decrease primarily stemmed from the freezing of liquid water within the pore medium,
resulting in a volumetric expansion of 9% [47]. Nonetheless, independent closed pores exist
within the SSC, which partially alleviate the expansion stress induced by water freezing,
thereby slowing down crack formation and growth. Consequently, when the number of
freezing–thawing cycles is low, the detrimental impact of microcracks on compressive
strength remains negligible.

As the number of freezing–thawing cycles increases, the number of microcracks and
pores caused by freezing–thawing losses also increases. During the thawing phase, these
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microcracks and pores are filled with water again. During the freezing stage, the volume
expansion caused by water freezing is greater, and the microcracks in the SSSC start
connecting with each other, leading to the formation of macrocracks and a decreasing trend
in compressive strength. When the number of freezing–thawing cycles reaches more than
100 times, the freezing–thawing damage accumulates, causing an increase in pore crack
size, a stable morphology, and a change in the internal structure of concrete from dense to
loose. This results in a continuous decrease in compressive strength, which is consistent
with the results obtained by previous studies [37]. At 200 freezing–thawing cycles, the loss
of compressive strength reaches 55.05%.
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3.1.3. Stress–Strain Relationships

The stress–strain curves for all specimens exhibited a similar pattern, consisting
of a linear rising stage, a nonlinear rising stage, and a falling stage. Specifically, the
stress–strain curves for the specimens in group F0.3EA1 are displayed in Figure 13. In
the absence of freezing–thawing cycles, the descending phase curves appeared relatively
smooth and exhibited good ductility. However, as the number of freezing–thawing cycles
increased, several notable changes were observed. Firstly, the compressive strength of the
specimens decreased, accompanied by an increase and subsequent decrease in peak strain.
Additionally, the stress–strain curves exhibited a sharp decline after reaching the peak
point. These findings suggest that freezing–thawing cycles contribute to the brittleness of
the SSSC [48]. Moreover, the ductility of the SSSC, as represented by the envelope area of
the curve, decreased with an increasing number of freezing–thawing cycles [49].

During the initial 100 freezing–thawing cycles, the water in the concrete internal pores
and cracks underwent repeated icing expansion. However, the independent closed pores
within the concrete partially alleviated the expansion stress caused by water icing, thereby
slowing down the formation and progression of cracks. Consequently, the damage stage of
the curve appeared relatively smooth and exhibited ductile characteristics. Nevertheless,
when the number of freezing–thawing cycles reached 150–200, the concrete experienced
an increased number and size of pores and cracks, resulting in significant inhomogeneous
damage. This result is consistent with the results obtained by previous studies [49]. Con-
sequently, the destruction stage of the curve appeared steeper, highlighting the brittle
characteristics of the concrete.
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3.1.4. Dynamic Elastic Modulus

The dynamic modulus of elasticity refers to the modulus of elasticity when subjected
to dynamic loading conditions. It is closely linked to the level of internal structure com-
pactness within the specimen and serves as an indicator of crack and pore development
within the concrete. According to GB/T 50082-2009 [50], the dynamic modulus of elasticity
can be calculated by Equation (1).

Ed =
13.244 × 10−4 × WL3 f 2

a4 (1)

where Ed is the modulus of dynamic elasticity of concrete (GPa), a is the side length of the
square cross-section of the specimen (mm), L is the length of the specimen (mm), W is the
mass of the specimen (kg, to the nearest 0.01 kg), and f is the fundamental frequency of
vibration of the specimen during transverse vibration (Hz).

Figure 14 illustrates the variation in the dynamic elastic modulus of the F0.3EA1
group across different numbers of freezing–thawing cycles. It can be observed that the
dynamic elastic modulus exhibits a decline as the number of freezing–thawing cycles
increases. Initially, during the early stages of freezing–thawing cycles, the kinetic elastic
modulus experiences a gradual decrease. However, as the number of freezing–thawing
cycles continues to rise, the rate of decline in the kinetic elastic modulus accelerates. This
phenomenon can be attributed to the expansion stresses generated throughout the repeated
freezing process, causing the cracks and pores within the SSC to expand. It is worth noting
that the impact of freezing–thawing cycles on concrete damage gradually progresses from
the outer layers toward the inner layers. Consequently, the extent of freezing–thawing
damage within the specimen is directly related to the volume of freezing–thawing damaged
concrete present.

In the initial 100 freezing–thawing cycles, the freezing–thawing damage primarily
impacts the outermost layer of the concrete specimen. Cracks and pore development
predominantly occur in this outer layer, although their influence on the overall mechanical
properties of the specimen is minor. As the number of freezing–thawing cycles increases to
150–200, the freezing–thawing damage progressively penetrates from the outer concrete
toward the inner layers. The cracks and pores within the concrete gradually deepen, while
the inner concrete exerts a more pronounced effect on the mechanical properties of the
entire specimen. This effect manifests as a reduction in compressive strength and a decrease
in the basic vibration frequency of the specimen, ultimately resulting in a decline in the
dynamic modulus of elasticity.
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3.1.5. Mass Loss

Mass loss is an important parameter to characterize the performance of concrete under
a freezing–thawing environment. The surface morphology of specimens with varying
numbers of freezing–thawing cycles is illustrated in Figure 15. In the absence of any
freezing–thawing cycles, the specimen exhibits a smooth and intact surface. However, after
50 freezing–thawing cycles, some portions of the mortar begin to flake off, although the
overall integrity of the specimen remains uncompromised. With the progression of 100
freezing–thawing cycles, a significant amount of mortar flakes off, resulting in a roughened
surface that gradually exposes the outline of the coarse aggregate. Subsequent to 150–200
freezing–thawing cycles, the surface mortar experiences spalling, commencing from the
inner layers and extending towards the outer surface. This process leads to complete
spalling of the surface mortar, accompanied by substantial loss of mortar. Additionally,
the surface coarse aggregate becomes distinctly visible, displaying signs of peeling off.
A considerable number of fractured glass fibers can be observed on the surface of the
specimen. The mass loss rate of SSSC can be calculated according to Equation (2).

M =
M0 − Mn

M0
× 100% (2)

where M is the mass loss rate, M0 is the initial mass of the concrete specimen before the
freezing–thawing cycle, and Mn is the mass of the concrete specimen after n freezing–
thawing cycles.

Figure 16 shows the mass loss rate of specimens in group F0.3EA1 at varying numbers
of freezing–thawing cycles. As the number of freezing–thawing cycles increases, the
mass loss rate of the specimens also increases. This can be attributed to the expansion
stresses generated during the repeated freezing process, which leads to the formation
of microcracks in the SSSC. Moisture continuously infiltrates these microcracks, causing
further development and expansion of cracks and pores within the concrete. Consequently,
the concrete spalls from the outer surface to the inner layers, resulting in a decrease in
concrete quality. The SSSC becomes loose and prone to peeling off, and the overall structure
gradually transitions from dense to porous.
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3.2. SFCB-SSSC Bonding Behavior
3.2.1. Bond Interfaces

In this study, the pullout tests revealed two primary modes of damage under freezing–
thawing cycles, rebar pullout damage and concrete splitting damage [35]. The majority of
pullout specimens experienced rebar pullout damage during the test. However, in cases
where the thickness of the concrete protective layer was small, concrete splitting damage
occurred. The bond between SFCB and SSSC was primarily composed of chemical adhesion
and friction when there was no or minimal slip. When a slip occurred, the mechanical
occlusal force and friction force became the dominant factors in the bond. Figure 17
illustrates the interaction force between SFCB and SSSC. The mechanical occlusion force
acting on the SFCB can be further broken down into axial and radial stresses along the
SFCB. These radial stresses then produce circumferential tensile stresses in the concrete
surrounding the SFCB [51]. In cases where the thickness of the concrete protective layer
is thin and the circumferential tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength of the concrete,
cracking occurs from the inside, progressing from the surface of the SFCB to the surface
of the specimen. Therefore, the thickness of the concrete protective layer has a significant
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impact on the durability of the freeze bond. To investigate this effect, an eccentric pullout
test was conducted in this study to examine the bond interface of the specimens in the
freezing–thawing environment with varying thicknesses of the concrete protective layer.

To observe the damaged sample of the bonded interface, after the pullout test, the
pullout specimen was split and the interface damage was observed. As shown in Figure 18,
different phenomena were observed under varying protective layer thicknesses and dif-
ferent numbers of freezing–thawing cycles. The increase in the thickness of the concrete
protective layer was found to offer effective confinement for SFCB. Therefore, there was
an observable increase in the wear of the concrete interface and the presence of adherent
flocculent fibers on the concrete surface with the increase in the protective layer thickness.
Under unfrozen and thawed conditions, intact ribs were observed at the c30 concrete
interface and the entangled fibers fractured. This observation indicates that adequate
mechanical anchorage between SSSC and SFCB did not occur when relative slip occurred
between them. The surface damage pattern of SFCB revealed a concentration of force at
the bond interface during the pullout process. As the thickness of the concrete protective
layer increased, the damage pattern of the entangled fibers transitioned from fracture to
spalling, and then from spalling to abrasion, resulting in a flocculent shape. The rib surface
at the concrete interface suffered severe abrasion, with a significant number of entangled
fibers attached. This observation suggests that the concrete exerts a certain binding force
on the reinforcement, and increasing the thickness of the concrete protective layer not
only enhances the interfacial bond strength but also influences the damage pattern at the
bond interface. In the freezing–thawing environment, the attached flocculent fibers at the
concrete interface decreased, and the damage to the SFCB entangled fibers slowed down,
leading to different damage patterns. This indicates a reduction in bond strength in the
freezing–thawing environment, accompanied by alterations in bond behavior. Following
freezing–thawing cycles, complete ribs were observed at the concrete interface of c30, while
partial traces of ribs were noted at c35, and fiber remnants were still present at the concrete
interfaces of c40 and c45. This suggests that the protective concrete layer thickness of c40
and c45 provides effective protection for the bond interface.

When the thickness of the protective layer remained constant (c = 40 mm), the damage
to the bond interface of F0.3EA1 was compared under different freezing–thawing conditions.
As shown in Figure 18c, a large number of flocculent fibers were observed attached to
the concrete interface when it was not subjected to freezing–thawing cycles. Moreover,
there was evident abrasion on the rib and reinforcement surfaces of the concrete. As
the number of freezing–thawing cycles increased, the residue of fibers at the concrete
interface gradually decreased, and the extent of wear on the fiber layer at the SFCB interface
diminished. Among them, after 50 freezing–thawing cycles, the internal wear of the fiber
layer transitioned to external wear. Subsequently, after 100 freezing–thawing cycles, the
fiber layer experienced partial wear instead of complete wear. After 150 freezing–thawing
cycles, the surface of the fiber layer appeared more intact. As the number of freezing–
thawing cycles increased, the damage at the bond interface gradually diminished, with
the concrete interface shifting from bond–slip damage to freezing–thawing damage, and
minimal damage occurred on the surface of the steel reinforcement caused by freezing
and thawing.

As can be seen in Figure 19, before freeze–thawing, the F0EA0 specimen exhibited a
minimal amount of fiber residue at the concrete interface, with distinct rib traces. After
50 freezing–thawing cycles, complete ribs were visible at the concrete interface, indicating
poor bonding performance and insufficient adhesion between the SFCB and concrete. In
contrast, the F0.3EA1 specimen, with the inclusion of glass fiber and expansion agent,
showed the highest fiber residue at the concrete interface prior to freezing–thawing. The
internal fiber layer at the SFCB interface exhibited filamentation damage. Following
50 freezing–thawing cycles, the amount of fiber residue at the concrete interface decreased,
and slight rib traces could be observed. This suggests that the presence of GF and EA
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can enhance the bond performance between SFCB and SSSC, with a more pronounced
synergistic effect.
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3.2.2. Bond Stress–Slip Relationships

Figure 20 illustrates bond stress–slip curves for specimens featuring various concrete
protective layer thicknesses and different numbers of freezing–thawing cycles. The bond
stress–slip relationship can be delineated into two distinct types, one for split-damaged
specimens and the other for pullout-damaged specimens [52]. In this study, the bond
stress–slip curve pertains to specimens exhibiting pullout damage. These curves can be
primarily segmented into three stages, the first stage (ascending section), the second stage
(descending section), and the third stage (residual section).
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The first stage of the bond stress–slip curve is characterized by linear growth during
the initial loading phase. In this phase, the curve ascends with a consistent slope, displaying
elastic characteristics in the bond stress between SFCB and concrete. As slip increases,
damage becomes evident in the ribs connecting SFCB and concrete, leading to a decline in
bonding effectiveness. Simultaneously, circumferential tensile stress rises with the growing
load. Once this stress surpasses the tensile strength of the protective concrete layer, the
curve transitions to a descending stage. During this descending stage, the interconnected
ribs sustain damage, resulting in a decreasing trend in bond stress. However, stress
unconcentration introduces variations in the descending segments of the curve. As the
slip continues to rise, the SFCB at the free end engages with the bond interface, generating
a new mechanical anchorage force. Consequently, the bond stress begins to rise again,
marking the curve entry into the residual stage. With the increase in slip, the curve attains
a new stress peak. Nevertheless, the pullout process inflicts damage upon the SFCB and
concrete, leading to cumulative damage. Therefore, the peak stress in the residual stage is
significantly smaller than that observed in the first stage.

The bond stress–slip curves for SFCB and SSSC exhibited multiple peaks before and
after freezing and thawing. The peaks gradually increased with the thickness of the
concrete protective layer, indicating an enhancement in the bond between concrete and
steel reinforcement. Conversely, an increase in the number of freezing–thawing cycles
resulted in a decrease in the peak value of the curve, signaling a decline in the bond between
concrete and reinforcement. The second peak was consistently smaller than the first peak.
This discrepancy arises from the destruction of the bond interface during the ascending
stage of bond stress. This observation underscores the ductile nature of pullout damage,
revealing its resilience in the face of structural stress.
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3.2.3. Bond Strength

In this study, bond strength τu, relative slip su, and bond stiffness k were chosen
to evaluate bond performance. Pullout damage was observed as the prevalent damage
mode in all groups, with complete damage occurring between bond interfaces, as detailed
in Table 4. Figure 21 illustrates the evolving trend of interfacial bond strength between
SFCB and SSSC under varying concrete protective layer thicknesses and freezing–thawing
cycles. In Figure 21a, the F0.3EA1 group, incorporating GF and EA, demonstrated a
significant enhancement in the anti-freezing bond durability of SSSC compared to the
F0EA0 group. The bond strength loss rate decreased from 22.68% to 9.07% after 50 freezing–
thawing cycles. In Figure 21b, the bond strength exhibited an upward trajectory with
increasing concrete protective layer thickness. In case of an increase in the thickness of the
protective layer, the ability of concrete to restrain the reinforcement is strengthened, and
the reinforcement is elongated by tensile force; hence, the bond strength increases, which is
similar to the conclusion reached by the previous authors [53,54]. However, at a certain
thickness of the concrete protective layer, the bond strength of the specimens all decreased
after freezing–thawing cycles.

Following 50 freezing–thawing cycles, the specimens exhibited varying degrees of
bond strength degradation. After 200 freezing–thawing cycles, the bond strength of F0.3EA1
decreased by 42.31% compared to the unfrozen condition. The decline in bond strength
correlates with the damage status of the bond interface, which deteriorates as freezing–
thawing cycles increase. The freezing–thawing cycle action induces loosening and spalling
of SSSC, accompanied by the appearance of cracks and pores at the concrete interface. Inter-
nal cracks expand over time, and the freezing–thawing damage shifts progressively from
the external to the internal structure. These factors collectively contribute to the observed
decrease in bond strength. Additionally, the higher coefficient of thermal expansion in SFCB
than in SSSC, especially at lower temperatures, causes greater contraction in SFCB. This
contraction creates gaps between the interfaces, resulting in a loss of bond performance.
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However, a large number of previous studies have suggested that the freezing–thawing
cycling action minimally impacts the bond strength between stressed reinforcement and
concrete [55,56]. These conclusions may be nuanced, as the experiments in those studies uti-
lized center-drawn specimens, resulting in a thicker concrete protective layer than typically
found in the actual project. This deviation from actual project conditions prompted our
study to employ eccentric drawing tests. In this study, the bond strength of F0.3EA1-c40
significantly degraded after 200 freezing–thawing cycles. The larger the thickness of the
concrete protective layer, the smaller the rate of bond strength loss under the same number
of freezing–thawing cycles. This suggests a notable influence of concrete protective layer
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thickness on bond durability between SFCB and concrete in freezing–thawing environ-
ments. The existing studies may overestimate the bond durability between the stressed
reinforcement and concrete under a freezing–thawing environment. Thus, considering
both the number of freezing–thawing cycles and the concrete protective layer thickness, we
propose the following formula for τu:

τu = A + B (3)

A = −5.8731 + 0.8024c − 0.1087n (4)

B = −0.0077c2 + 2.766 × 10−6n2 + 0.00198cn (5)

where A is primarily related to the concrete protective layer thickness (c) and the number
of freezing–thawing cycles (n), while B is a secondary formula considering the same
parameters. Table 5 presents a comparison between theoretical values and experimental
data, with the relative error (RE) staying within 5%.

Analysis of Table 5 reveals a substantial decrease in relative slip (su) with an increasing
number of freezing–thawing cycles, aligning with findings from previous studies [57,58]. To
account for the impacts of freezing–thawing cycles and concrete protective layer thickness
on relative slip, we propose the following formula for su:

su = C + D (6)

C = −4.0755 + 0.3625c − 0.0357n (7)

D = −0.00386c2 + 7.651 × 10−6n2 + 7.058 × 10−4cn (8)

where C is the primary formula connected to concrete protective layer thickness (c) and
freeze–thaw cycles (n), while D is a secondary formula considering the same parameters.
The comparison of theoretical values with test data in Table 4 indicates a relative error (RE)
within 5%.

Table 5. Analysis of the bond performance parameters of F0.3EA1.

Number
τu (MPa) su (mm) k (MPa/mm)

Test Eq. RE Test Eq. RE Test Eq. RE

T0-c30 11.44 11.30 1.2% 3.33 3.32 0.2% 6.29 6.20 1.4%
T50-c30 8.82 8.83 0.2% 2.61 2.61 0.1% 5.59 5.69 1.8%
T0-c35 12.49 12.81 2.6% 3.91 3.88 0.7% 6.62 6.55 1.1%

T50-c35 10.81 10.85 0.4% 3.30 3.34 1.4% 6.01 6.03 0.4%
T0-c40 14.11 13.95 1.1% 4.22 4.24 0.5% 6.72 6.79 1.2%

T50-c40 12.83 12.48 2.7% 3.83 3.88 1.5% 6.21 6.28 1.2%
T100-c40 10.75 11.03 2.6% 3.65 3.57 2.2% 5.63 5.59 0.7%
T150-c40 9.84 9.59 2.5% 3.34 3.29 1.5% 4.95 4.72 4.7%
T200-c40 8.14 8.17 0.4% 3.01 3.05 1.4% 3.67 3.66 0.2%
T0-c45 14.67 14.70 0.2% 4.46 4.41 1.0% 6.96 6.96 0%

T50-c45 13.64 13.73 0.7% 4.18 4.23 1.3% 6.46 6.45 0.2%

3.2.4. Bond Stiffness

Figure 22 illustrates the impact of varying concrete protective layer thicknesses and
freezing–thawing cycles on bond stiffness. According to the previous study [59], bond
stiffness (k) is defined as the slope of the cut line in the bond stress–slip curve at a slip of
0.5 mm.

From Figure 22a, it can be found that the specimens of the F0.3EA1 group have
an inhibitory effect on the freezing–thawing degradation of bond stiffness due to the
incorporation of GF and EA, in contrast to the F0EA0 group. At room temperature, the
bond stiffness of the GF- and EA-doped specimens closely resembles that of the F0EA0
group. However, after 50 freezing–thawing cycles, the bond stiffness loss rate increases
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from 28.15% to 7.59%. From Figure 22b, an observable trend is the increase in bond stiffness
with the augmentation of the protective layer thickness. A thicker protective layer in
concrete enhances the restraining effect on SGFCB bar pullout, leading to a reduced rate of
bond stiffness loss with increasing layer thickness. Specifically, when the protective layer
thickness escalates from 30 mm to 45 mm, the bond stiffness loss rate decreases from 11.13%
to 7.18% after 50 freezing–thawing cycles. It is noteworthy that bond stiffness decreases
as the number of freezing–thawing cycles increases, holding the thickness of the concrete
protective layer constant.

During the initial 50 freezing–thawing cycles, freezing–thawing damage primarily
accumulated on the thinner side of the concrete, resulting in a relatively small bond stiffness
loss rate in the specimens. However, with a growing number of freezing–thawing cycles,
the damage extended from the outer concrete layer of SFCB to the inner layers, leading to a
gradual increase in the bond stiffness loss rate. After 200 freezing–thawing cycles, this rate
can escalate to 45.39%. The mechanism behind the bond stiffness loss parallels that of bond
strength. The freezing–thawing cycle action causes the expansion of pores and cracks in
SSSC, elevating porosity. This contributes to a reduction in the clamping force of SSSC on
SFCB, making it easier for SFCB to be pulled out.

To account for the impact of freezing–thawing cycles and the thickness of the protective
concrete layer on bond stiffness (k), we establish the following formula for k:

k = 2.2493 + 0.1861c − 0.00844n − 0.00181c2 − 3.362 × 10−5n2 (9)

where c is the thickness of the protective layer with concrete, and n is the number of
freezing–thawing cycles. The comparison of theoretical values with experimental data is
shown in Table 5, with the relative error (RE) found to be within 5%.
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4. Calibration of Constitutive Models

The bond stress–slip principal model, as the key to bond research, offers a compre-
hensive depiction of the bond interaction between reinforcement and concrete. Currently,
a large number of models reflecting the bond–slip behavior of reinforced concrete have
been developed, leading scholars to establish FRP bar-concrete stress–slip constitutive
models, primarily the BPE model and CMR model [60–62]. However, the ontological model
for the stress–slip relationship between SFCB and concrete remains imperfect. Notably,
existing models do not account for the effects of the freezing–thawing environment and
the thickness of the concrete protective layer on bond performance. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to extend the bond stress–slip ontological model of SFCB with concrete to more
accurately depict the bonding performance between SFCB and SSSC. Given the enhanced
frost durability of SSSC with the incorporation of GF and EA, the effects of the number
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of freezing–thawing cycles and the thickness of the concrete protective layer are also con-
sidered. In this study, the commonly used modified Bertero–Eligehausen–Popov (mBPE)
model and Cosenza–Manfredi–Realfonzo (CMR) model are used as references to establish
the bond stress–slip ontological model about SFCB and GF-EA-SSSC.

Among them, the bond stress–slip relationship of the mBPE model can be expressed
as follows:

τ =


τu(s/su)

a 0 ≤ s ≤ su

τu

[
1 − p

(
s

su
− 1

)]
su < s ≤ sr

τr s > sr

(10)

where a and p are empirical parameters, and τr and sr are the bond stress and slip at the
intersection of the descending and residual stages, respectively.

However, the mBPE model employs a horizontal straight line to approximate the
residual segment curve, resulting in an inadequate prediction of the residual stage. In
this study, only the ascending and descending segments of the mBPE model were fitted,
disregarding the residual stage.

On the other hand, the CMR model primarily focuses on describing the ascending
phase of the curve and does not fully capture the entire bond stress–slip curve. The bond
stress–slip relationship in the CMR model is expressed as follows:

τ = τu

[
1 − exp

(
− s

α

)]β
(0 ≤ s ≤ su) (11)

where α and β are empirical parameters.
In comparison, the CMR model exhibits a better fit for the ascending phase than the

mBPE model. The fitting results of the improved intrinsic model match well with the
experimental data, as shown in Figure 23. The specific empirical parameter values are
given in Table 6.

Table 6. Empirical parameters of mBPE model and CMR model.

Number
mBPE Model CMR Model

a p α β

T0-c30 0.50599 0.24459 0.79414 1.83709
T50-c30 0.68258 0.24511 0.69323 1.78494
T0-c35 0.53014 0.20189 0.9558 1.71732
T50-c35 0.40923 0.31301 1.08141 1.15897
T0-c40 0.45585 0.46078 0.95284 1.71102
T50-c40 0.57138 0.25634 1.00502 1.7262

T100-c40 0.57394 0.3414 0.95719 1.72866
T150-c40 0.55914 0.30071 1.09304 2.05805
T200-c40 0.78326 0.6089 0.95291 2.91302

T0-c45 0.58459 0.50329 1.12851 1.74061
T50-c45 0.50843 0.24175 1.21384 1.16974
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5. Conclusions

In this study, 13 concrete mix proportions were devised, and 39 specimens of SFCB
embedded in SSSC underwent eccentric pullout tests. The investigation focused on assess-
ing the bond durability of SFCB and GF-EA-SSSC under freezing–thawing conditions. The
study considered five sets of freezing–thawing cycles (T) and four varying thicknesses of
the concrete protective layer (c) as the independent variables. The primary conclusions
drawn from this research are as follows:

(1) The SSSC undergoes a loosening and brittleness transformation under freezing–
thawing cycles. Incorporating glass fiber and expansion agents can enhance the ability of
concrete to resist freezing–thawing damage. Initially, cracks emerge from the weakest point
of the concrete. As the number of freezing–thawing cycles increases, damage accumulates
from the exterior to the interior, leading to a gradual escalation in both crack size and
quantity. Upon reaching 150–200 freezing–thawing cycles, significant spalling occurs on
the surface of the specimen, with an expanding spalling area. The damage pattern shifts
from tensile damage to diagonal cut damage as freezing–thawing cycles progress.

(2) As the number of freezing–thawing cycles increases, there is a concurrent decrease
in compressive strength and an increase in mass loss. In the initial stages of the freezing–
thawing cycle, the decrease in compressive strength is gradual, and mass loss is minimal.
Microcracks have a negligible impact on compressive strength, and the specimen retains
its structural integrity. After surpassing 100 freezing–thawing cycles, concrete damage
accumulates significantly. The internal structure transitions from dense to loose, leading
to extensive spalling from the exterior to the interior. Compressive strength exhibits a
noticeable decline, accompanied by an increase in quality loss. By the time 200 freezing–
thawing cycles are reached, the loss of compressive strength amounts to 55.05%, and the
quality loss rate reaches 6.36%.

(3) Analyzing the stress–strain curve reveals that freezing–thawing action not only
impacts the compressive strength of concrete but also influences the characteristics of
the concrete damage stage. With an escalation in the number of freezing–thawing cycles,
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compressive strength diminishes, the peak strain initially rises and then decreases, and the
stress–strain curve sharply descends after reaching the peak point. This phenomenon indi-
cates an increase in brittleness and a decrease in ductility for SSSC. The freezing–thawing
cycles induce heterogeneous damage within the concrete interior. Stress concentration
during the damage stage results in the manifestation of brittle damage.

(4) The dynamic elastic modulus experiences a decline as the number of freezing–
thawing cycles increases. In the initial phase of the freezing–thawing cycle, the decrease
in dynamic elastic modulus is gradual. However, as the number of freezing–thawing
cycles advances, the impact of freezing–thawing damage intensifies, progressing from the
outer layer to the inner layers of concrete. Consequently, the development of cracks and
pores within the concrete becomes increasingly profound, leading to an accelerated rate of
decrease in dynamic elastic modulus.

(5) Following freezing–thawing cycles, the majority of specimens subjected to the
eccentric pullout test exhibited rebar pullout damage. The bond performance at the bonded
interface of the pulled specimens diminished, and there was a continuous decrease in
the quantity of residual fibers on the concrete interface, along with wear on the SFCB
interface. Maintaining a constant number of freezing–thawing cycles, an increase in the
thickness of the concrete protective layer altered the damage mode of entangled fibers.
The shift occurred from fracture to spalling and subsequently from spalling to abrasion.
Notably, residual fibers remained at the interface, and the SSSC has a better restraining
effect on the SFCB. With a fixed concrete protective layer thickness, an escalation in the
number of freezing–thawing cycles resulted in a gradual reduction in bond interface
damage. The damage at the concrete interface transitioned from bond–slip damage to
freezing–thawing damage.

(6) The bond stress–slip curves for specimens exhibiting pullout damage vary with
different thicknesses of the concrete protective layer and the number of freezing–thawing
cycles. In the initial loading stage, the bond stress between SFCB and SSSC demonstrates
elastic characteristics. Once the curve reaches its peak stress value, it transitions into the
descending and residual sections. The bond stress–slip curve exhibits multiple peaks before
and after freezing and thawing. As the thickness of the concrete protective layer increases,
the peak value of the curve gradually rises, indicating enhanced bond stress between SFCB
and SSSC. Conversely, with an increase in the number of freezing–thawing cycles, the peak
of the curve decreases, signifying a reduction in the bond stress between SFCB and SSSC.
The second peak is generally much smaller than the first peak, indicating that the pullout
damage is ductile in nature.

(7) Under various thicknesses of the concrete protective layer and differing numbers
of freezing–thawing cycles, the trends observed in bond strength, relative slip, and bond
stiffness exhibited similarities. With a constant concrete protective layer thickness, an
increase in the number of freezing–thawing cycles resulted in a decrease in both bond
strength and bond stiffness, accompanied by an increase in relative slip. After 200 freezing–
thawing cycles, the bond strength decreased by 42.31% relative to the unfrozen-thawed
condition, and the loss of bond stiffness could reach 45.39%. The restraining effect on SFCB
pullout was found to improve with a thicker concrete protective layer. Additionally, the
rate of loss in bond strength and bond stiffness reduced as the protective layer thickness
increased. Formulas for bond strength, relative slip, and bond stiffness were established,
taking into account the effects of the concrete protective layer thickness and the number of
freezing–thawing cycles in the eccentric pullout test. The relative error between theoretical
and experimental values was within 5%.

(8) In this study, GF and EA were introduced to enhance the frost durability of SSSC,
and the mBPE model and CMR model were refined to account for the influence of the
number of freezing and thawing cycles as well as the thickness of the concrete protective
layer. These modifications aimed to establish a bond stress–slip constitutive model for the
interaction between SFCB and the composite material of GF-EA-SSSC. The fitting results of
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the improved constitutive model closely resembled the experimental values, demonstrating
a high level of accuracy in the predictive capabilities of the model.

(9) This paper investigates the bonding properties between steel–FRP composite
bar (SFCB) and glass fiber with expansion-agent-reinforced seawater sea-sand concrete
(GF-EA-SSSC) interface using eccentric pullout experiments under different thicknesses
of concrete protective cover and a number of freezing–thawing cycles. The eccentric
pullout test in this study utilized a single SFCB, without considering the impact of spacing
multiple SFCBs on the bond strength of GF-EA-SSSC after freezing–thawing cycles. This
divergence from practical engineering standards suggests the potential for refining the test
methodology. Following 200 freezing–thawing cycles, the specimens underwent nearly
complete freezing, an occurrence rarely observed in practical engineering scenarios. Future
research could delve into variations in dynamic elastic modulus and ultrasonic testing post
freezing–thawing damage to specific cross-section areas, and the influence of the bonding
performance of the interface between steel and concrete, so as to propose a more reliable
evaluation method for reinforced concrete members after freezing–thawing damage in
practical engineering.
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